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The Greater Oklahoma City Region Aerospace Industry 
 

 

Part II - Industry Assessment 

Executive Summary 
 

 

The aerospace industry remains one of the foundational industries in the state - a high wage 

technology-intensive industry that has an expansive presence statewide. The economic development 

push underway to transform the state’s existing aerospace assets into a more streamlined and 

competitive business model recognizes the enormous long-term growth potential of the industry.   

 

Oklahoma’s aerospace sector is often overlooked in comparative studies of the industry across 

states because of the high concentration of federal government hiring at the largest facility in the state, 

Tinker AFB.  Most existing studies focus only on private sector employment and manufacturing in 

particular, and neither characteristic adequately captures the structure of the industry in Oklahoma.  

When viewed using databases that include federal workers, Oklahoma ranks among the top ten states 

in terms of employment in most traditional aerospace occupations.  For example, the state ranks 16
th

 in 

aerospace engineers and 5
th

 in aircraft mechanics and service technicians when using occupation-based 

data that includes federal employees. 

 

The aerospace assets in the 10-county Greater Oklahoma City region position the region to 

accommodate significant growth in future years.  The 307 firms and 38,000 workers that comprise the 

sector in the region represent the largest aerospace cluster in the state.  Tinker AFB and the FAA’s 

Monroney Aeronautical Center, both federal government employers, largely dominate the industry, but 

the business mix at both facilities enjoys a strong synergy with private sector aerospace activity.  The 

size and scope of the MRO infrastructure surrounding Tinker is conducive to attracting private sector 

MRO work to the region, while the broad range of activities at the FAA Center reaches across all 

elements of commercial and general aviation. 

 

The aerospace workforce in the central region is large and developed and capable of serving a 

diverse set of industry needs.  The MRO operation at Tinker AFB relies on the third largest group of 

civilian Air Force personnel in the fifty states and has generated a strong market for not only MRO 

personnel but for most white-collar aviation-related occupations as well.  The Monroney Center 

develops aviation professionals across a broad range of specialties and approximately one-fourth of the 

workforce holds an engineering-based occupation.   

 

Both Tinker AFB and the Monroney Center share segments of the labor market with each other and 

with private sector aerospace firms in the region.  All segments of the industry share the market for 

approximately 7,000 workers with engineering occupations throughout the 10 county region.  Tinker 

makes up only 60 percent of the labor market for nearly 5,000 installation, maintenance, and repair 

workers, with Tinker contractors and other private sector firms who perform maintenance work for the 

commercial and general aviation industry employing the remainder.  Tinker also largely drives the 

market for production workers, however one-third of production jobs remain in the private sector.  The 

total number of transportation and material moving occupations are shared roughly equally between 

Tinker and private sector firms, however the private sector maintains a much higher relative 

concentration of transportation occupations. A large pool of aerospace industry managerial talent is 
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also concentrated in the region.  And a strong training infrastructure is in place in the region whose 

primary job activity is education and training.   

 

Data used to evaluate the Greater Oklahoma City Region aerospace industry were from 2009 and 

early 2010.  Two significant announcements by Boeing in 2010 and 2012 were not included in the 

data.  The Boeing announcement in 2010 to relocate 550 jobs from Long Beach, California, was 

planned to take place in 2011 and 2012.  The January 2012 announcement of 900 jobs would take 

place in 2013. 

 

Federal procurement contracting remains an important component of the aerospace industry in 

Oklahoma.   The presence of federal and military facilities like Tinker Air Force Base, Vance Air 

Force Base, Fort Sill, and the Federal Aviation Administration’s Mike Monroney Aeronautical Center 

all contribute to Oklahoma’s success in landing federal procurements. In FY2010, nearly 78 percent 

($2.46 billion) of the federal procurement contracts in the state were issued by the Department of 

Defense.  Procurement dollars related to aerospace are concentrated in Oklahoma, Garfield, and Tulsa 

counties, accounting for 93% of all dollars.  Within the ten-county region, twenty-five vendors 

completed approximately 98 percent ($512.6 million) of the $521 million aerospace related 

procurement work.  Oklahoma County firms alone completed more than 73 percent of the contracts 

issued in the 10-county region. 

 

All of the assets are in place to elevate Oklahoma’s standing in the aerospace community in the 

coming years.  Key employers and infrastructure are in place and a world-class labor pool is available 

at competitive wage rates in the local region.  Procurement success will likely expand significantly as 

the industry in the region matures.  These factors suggest that Oklahoma’s aerospace industry is poised 

to reach new levels of success. 

 

 

 

 

 


